Spring 2020

Math 314  Section 01 : Discrete Mathematics
          MWF 8:00 - 9:30 LH-5

Fall 2020

Math 323  Section 01 : Calculus III
          MWF 8:00 - 9:30 -

Math 323  Section 03 : Calculus III
          MWF 11:20 - 12:50 -

Office: WH 310
Office hours:
Courses:

Current Course Webpage

Here is my math314-01-s20 page for Discrete Mathematics.

Old Course Webpages

Here is my math323-05/06-f19 webpage for Calculus III from Fall 2019.

Here is my math314-02-s19 webpage for Discrete Math from Spring 2019.

Here is my math324-01-su19 webpage for Differential Equations from Summer 2019.